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Abstract—Technological advancements in today’s electrical
grids give rise to new vulnerabilities and increase the potential
attack surface for cyber-attacks that can severely affect the
resilience of the grid. Cyber-attacks are increasing both in
number as well as sophistication and these attacks can be
strategically organized in chronological order (dynamic attacks),
where they can be instantiated at different time instants. The
chronological order of attacks enables us to uncover those attack
combinations that can cause severe system damage but remained
unexplored due to the non-existent dynamic attack models.
Motivated by the idea, we consider a game-theoretic approach to
design a new attacker-defender model for power systems. Here,
the attacker can strategically identify the chronological order in
which the critical substations and their protection assemblies can
be attacked in order to maximize the overall system damage.
However, the defender can intelligently identify the critical
substations to protect such that the system damage can be
minimized. We apply the developed algorithms for these models
to the IEEE-39 and 57 bus systems based on the attacker/defender
budgets. Our results show the effectiveness of these models in
improving the system resilience under dynamic attacks.
Index Terms—Cascading failures, Cyber-attack, Dynamic attack, Game theory, Resilience, Smart grid, Static attack.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Recent studies by the National Electric Research Council
(NERC) documented that malicious attacks on power grids
are much more devastating than the destruction caused by
natural calamities [1] and can be instigated through cyber
penetration [2] or physical obstruction [3] resulting in large
blackouts. Today, power system resilience considering cybersecurity has gained significant attention [4] as cyber-attacks
are increasing both in number as well as sophistication and
are considered as one of the major obstacles towards the
reliable system operations [5]–[8]. For instance, due to the
technological transformation of the traditional power grids
into smart grids, power systems employ a large number of
sophisticated and autonomous components such as protection
devices, phasor measurement units (PMUs), remote terminal
units (RTUs), etc. This increases the potential attack surface
by giving rise to new vulnerabilities [9].
The attackers take advantage of such cyber components and
gain access to the network by compromising the firewall and
can launch catastrophic attacks, compromising system reliability [10] e.g., the recent Ukraine 2015 cyber-attack [11]. What
makes the problem worse is the fact that most operators follow
the guidelines from NERC [12] requiring only N −2 reliability
criterion [13], since analysis of higher order contingencies is
computationally hard [14], [15], however, a cyber-attack is not
limited to only two component failures.

Given such challenges, it is crucial to not only analyze a
power system topology for reliability failures but it is also
important to analyze the effect of cyber-attacks. In principle
this can be approached by considering static attacks, where
the devices are affected simultaneously or by dynamically
sequenced attacks, which as shown in this paper, can cause
significantly higher damage as compared to their static counterparts. Therefore, methods to study dynamic attack are
important.
Several frameworks and attack models have been developed
to study security vulnerabilities [16]–[26]. A man-in-the middle attack and modeling of cyber-physical switching attacks
are presented in [16], [17]. Several data integrity attack studies
the effect of manipulating control messages, measurement
data in [19], [20]. A special type of false data injection
attack, i.e., load redistribution (LR) attack is presented in
[21], [22]. The effect of cyber-attack on the voltage stability
of support devices is provided in [23]. The work in [24]
considers cyber-failures in protection assemblies and provides
a platform to obtain new cascading traces. A real-time cyberphysical system testbed that provides mitigation strategies
against attacks is discussed in [25]. Additionally, a number
of game-theoretic approach based studies exist. For example,
an efficient algorithm to solve the defender-attacker-defender
problem for system protection is discussed in [27]. In [28], the
authors formulate the problem as a minmax non-cooperative
game and solved it using genetic algorithm. Moreover, the
work in [29] formulates the coordinated attacks on power
systems as a bi-level optimization problem. The authors in
[30] consider coordinated multi-switch attacks that leads to
cascading failures in smart grid. In [31], the authors studied a
joint substation-transmission line vulnerability and proposed a
component interdependency graph based attack strategy. Based
on false data injection attacks, a Markov security game for
attacks on automatic generation control is formulated in [32]
and a time synchronization based attack is presented in [33].
Further, in [34] the effect of false data injection attacks against
state estimation in power grids are studied. Finally, the work
in [35], [36] studies the temporal features of attacks in power
systems.
However, there are several limitations in these approaches.
The frameworks in [16], [17], [25] do not consider a systemwide identification of critical components to compromise.
Attack models and strategies referenced in [18]–[23], [27]–
[34] focus on simultaneous attacks on different aspects of the
system such as opening of circuit breakers, false data injection
attacks in monitoring components, etc. However, none of these
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approaches consider cyber-attacks from the perspective of time
domain, which is a vital facet in cascading failures since the
progression of such failures takes at least minutes [37] or
at times hours [38]. An attacker can easily and realistically
sequence these attacks in a stealthy manner such that the attack
mimics the trace of a normal cascading failure that could easily
misguide the system operators. Moreover, considering strategically timed cyber-attacks reveal new system vulnerabilities
which can not be found using previous approaches and their
identification can enhance the overall power system resilience.
Further, the attack model in [36] is based on the constructed
sequential attack graph (SAG) which can be computationally
infeasible for large power networks and most of them do not
provide any defense model.
In this paper, we consider a game-theoretic approach to
design attacker-defender cyber-attack and defense models for
power systems to identify the worst-case dynamic attack.
This work proposes a much simpler approach which does not
require the construction of complex SAG as required by [36].
Further, we do not choose attacks based on node degree or
load which enables us to explore a wider attack area. The
specific contributions are:
• A formal dynamic attack model is described, where the
attacking cost of any substation and their components
is uniform. In this model, the attacker can strategically
identify the critical substations and its components to
attack at different time instants in order to maximize the
system damage constrained by the attacker’s budget.
• A formal dynamic defense model is described, where
the protection cost of any substation is uniform. In this
model, given a defense budget, a defender can strategically identify the most critical substations to prioritize and
protect so as to minimize the overall system damage.
• Two efficient polynomial-time algorithms are introduced
to identify both the worst-case dynamic attack and a
defense strategy which minimizes overall system damage.
Our results (shown using IEEE 39 and 57 bus examples)
demonstrate that the approach captures the worst-case dynamic
attacks on the power system networks and effectively uses
the dynamic defense model to minimize the overall system
damage. It also proves the effectiveness and efficiency of our
algorithms. Moreover, the attack algorithm is able to maximize
the system damage for both static and random attacks.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The
system model along with a motivating example is discussed in
Section II. Section III and IV give a detailed formal description
of the static attack and defense models. The dynamic attack
and defense models along with their algorithms are formally
presented in Section V and VI. Results are discussed in Section
VII followed by the conclusions in Section VIII.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL AND M OTIVATING E XAMPLE
We consider a power system GP , where U is a set of
buses, G is a set of generators, R is a set of transmission
lines, L is a set of loads, and P is a set of protection
assemblies. The power system is divided into substations. Each
substation has its own monitoring and control units referred

TABLE I: List of Commonly Used Symbols
Symbol
GP
S
P
Si
F (S i )
BS
BP
BD
L
Lj
Ij
LT
0

S
0
P
AP 0
DP
DS
k
0
S (k)
0

P (k)
AP 0 (k)
x(k)
H(k)
G(H(k))
g(H(k))
DS

Description
General Symbols
power system model
set of substations
set of protection assemblies in a power system
ith substation in S
function that returns the set of protection assemblies in substation S i
substation attack budget
protection assemblies attack budget
substation defense budget
set of loads in GP
j th load in L
current flowing through j th load in L
total power system load
Static Attack and Defense Model
set of substations selected from S for static attack
0
set of protection assemblies selected from P for
static attack
0
static attack on substations S and protection as0
semblies P
defense strategy for static attacks
set of protected substations
Dynamic Attack and Defense Model
time instant in {1, . . . , T }
set of substations selected from S for dynamic
attack
set of protection assemblies selected from P for
dynamic attack
0
dynamic attack on substations S (k) and protec0
tion assemblies P (k)
state of the system at kth time instant
attack history of the system GP
function representing the power system state under
the presence of attack history H(k) at time step k
function representing nominal system state with no
attack history
set of protected substations

to as RTUs. Let S = {S i }m
i=1 be the set of substations. Each
substation consists of a set of protection assemblies from P .
We define F (S i ) as a function that returns the set of protection
assemblies in a substation S i . Clearly, the union of all the
protection assemblies in every substation represents the set of
m
S
P in the power network, that is,
F (S i ) = P . The symbols
i=1

used have been summarized in Table I. Table II describe the
main subroutines referred later in the algorithm sections.
Let us consider an IEEE-14 bus system [39] to demonstrate
the concept of static and dynamic attack. The system is divided
into substations shown by blue dotted rectangles labeled as S n ,
where n ∈ N. The protection assemblies within the substations
are labeled as P An. The transmission lines labeled as ‘Rn m’
can be isolated by manipulating the protection assemblies
associated with it. Now consider the static attack scenario
where the protection assemblies associated with the transmission lines ‘R6 13’ and ‘R7 8’ are manipulated to isolate them
from the power network simultaneously. This led to removal
of lines ‘R9 14’, ‘R6 12’, ‘R9 10’, ‘R12 13’ and loads ‘L 5,
L9, L4, and L7’ from the power network due to subsequent
system overloading. Now, in case of dynamic attack, only
transmission line ‘R6 13’ is isolated initially which causes
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TABLE II: List of Methods
Method Name
Gen Contin(Sinf o , P̂a )

Use
Returns the set of contingencies
based on the protection assemblies
in Sinf o , and P̂a
Simulates the nominal state of the
power system model GP
Removes branch(es) from the power
system model GP associated with
the attacked protection assemblies p
Simulates the power system model
GP with branch(es) removal at specific time instants k
Returns the overloaded branches in
the power system model GP post
attack
Returns the load names l that are
disconnected in the power system
model GP post attack
Returns the overall damage in the
power system model GP post attack
Returns the substation(s) corresponding to the attacked protection
assemblies p in the power system
model GP

Simulate Model(GP )
Isolate Branches(GP , p)

Simulate Contin(GP , p, k)

Get Branches(GP , p)

Get Loads(GP , p, k)

Get Damage(GP , l)
Obtain Subs(Sinf o , p)

S9
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S
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Fig. 1: IEEE-14 Bus System [39]
a cascading failure in lines ‘R12 13’, ‘R9 14’ and ‘R6 12’
due to overloading of these lines. The transmission lines
are isolated and at this time another attack is executed, i.e.,
transmission line ‘R7 8’ is isolated which results in the outage
of lines ‘R10 11’, and ‘R9 10’ in the subsequent cascading
stage. Post dynamic attack, the system lost a total of five loads
namely ‘L 5, L8, L9, L4, and L 7’ as opposed to ‘L 5, L9,
L4, and L7’ in the static attack scenario. This is obviously
a higher damage as compared to the static attack considering
the same attacks are executed with a difference in the attack

execution time and provides the motivation to the problem.
Before, we dive into the details of dynamic attack and
defense models, it is important to understand the problem from
the static attack perspective. Therefore, we will first explain
the static attack and defense models in detail to give the reader
a better understanding. Results from Static attack and defense
models are demonstrated in [40] and we build our dynamic
attack and defense models on top of it.
III. S TATIC ATTACK M ODEL
In this section, we first formulate the static attack model that
aims to maximize the load loss in the power system network.
Then, we provide an efficient algorithm to identify the worstcase static attack.
A. Worst-Case Static Attack
The objective of a malevolent attacker is to maximize the
load loss and destabilize the power network. To achieve this,
first the attacker may gain access to a subset of substations
0
S ⊆ S where the attacker is resource bounded, i.e., the
attacker can compromise at most BS substations. Now, the
0
0
adversary can identify the protection assemblies P ⊆ F (S )
to manipulate in order to isolate the transmission lines from the
power network where the protection assemblies belong to the
0
selected substations S . The attacker is again resource bounded
and can attack at most BP protection assemblies. Note that, a
naive attacker may select a large BP and probably attack all
the protection assemblies within the compromised substations,
whereas, a strategic attacker may favor a small BP as it would
enable the attacker to remain undetected for a considerably
longer period of time that could provide the attacker with an
opportunity to potentially cause higher system damage.
Additionally, note that transmission lines are rated to carry
a maximum amount of power and are isolated from the rest of
the system in case of limit violations. This action often results
in cascading failures causing severe load loss. Manipulating all
the protection assemblies of a substation to disconnect power
lines may reduce the overall system load. Hence, this may
not lead to severe cascading failures causing higher load loss.
0
Next, the attack on a set of substations S and protection
0
assemblies P is denoted by AP 0 .
Let Lj denote the j th load in the power network GP . The
current flowing through each load Lj is given by Ij , where
j = 1 to n. Now, we compute the damage function as below:
Pn
j=1 Lj
× 100, ∀Ij = 0
(1)
J(AP 0 ) =
LT
where LT represents the total system load. The problem is
formally defined below.
Problem 1 (Worst-Case Static Attack): Given a power system network GP , a substation budget BS , and a protection
assembly budget BP , find a worst-case static attack AP 0 that
maximizes the damage in the power system network. Formally,
argmax
S0

max

P 0 ⊆F (S 0 )

J(AP 0 )

(2)

0

|S | ≤ BS
0

00

0

00

∀S , S ∈ S : S ∩ S = ∅

(3)

4

0

|P | ≤ BP
0

00

0

00

∀P , P ∈ P : P ∩ P = ∅
BS ≤ BP

(4)
(5)

B. Algorithm for Finding Worst-Case Static Attack
This section describes the algorithm for finding the worstcase static attack in detail.
1) Get WSA(GP , BP , Sinf o ): Algorithm 1 is based on iteratively identifying attacks that maximize the system damage
depending upon the budget constraints, i.e., BS and BP . Here,
the algorithm intelligently selects the protection assemblies to
manipulate one-by-one that maximizes power system damage
and maps it back to their respective substations. This approach
reduces the overall run time of the algorithm. It takes as inputs
the power system model GP , protection assemblies budget BP ,
and power system substation configuration information Sinf o .
Further, it identifies the worst-case static attack by identifying
0
a set of critical substations to compromise S , the protection
0
assemblies to manipulate P and the damage caused by the
attack Lw .
Algorithm 1 Algorithm for Finding Worst-Case Static Attack:
Get WSA(GP , BP , Sinf o )
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:

Input: GP , BP , Sinf o
0
0
Initialize: Lw ← 0, P ← ∅, S ← ∅, Lg ← 0
Pt ← F (s)
P̂ , LP ← Get Static Attack(GP , Pt )
0
Lw ← LP , P ← P̂
for k = 2, . . . , BP do
P̂t ← Get Contin(Sinf o , P̂ )
P̂ , LP ← Get Static Attack(GP , P̂t )
if LP > Lw then
0
Lw ← LP , P ← P̂
end if
if (Lg − Lw ) ≤ ε then
break
else
Lg ← Lw
end if
end
for
0
0
S ← Obtain subs(Sinf o , P )
0
0
return S , P , Lw

As a first step, the algorithm identifies the maximum damage causing protection assemblies that can be manipulated
from the entire set of protection assemblies using the method
Get Static Attack(GP , Pt ). The set of all protection assemblies can be obtained by using the function F (S). Further,
for every following iteration, the algorithm identifies the new
set of attackable protection assemblies. For instance, let Sinf o
be the set that represents the information about the substations
and its protection assemblies. If an attacker has attacked
a protection assembly P̂ from the set of substations Sinf o
then in the next iteration, Get Contin(Sinf o , P̂ ) uses the
P̂ to return a new attackable set of protection assemblies
such that the attacker can choose only one new protection
assembly from the total number of protection assemblies P
in Sinf o that has not been previously attacked. Similarly, in
each iteration the algorithm selects the protection assemblies
0
P to manipulate from the attackable set of protection as0
semblies that are part of the selected S in order to isolate

transmission lines from the power network. Here, the function
Get Static Attack(GP , P̂t ) identifies the protection assemblies that cause maximum damage and updates the solution if
the damage LP caused by the selected protection assemblies
is greater than the worst-case static damage Lw , where P̂t
represents the set of protection assemblies that are available
for the attack. The function Get Static Attack(GP , P̂t ) is
similar to Algorithm 4, however, it does not consider the time
vector for scheduling attacks. The algorithm terminates if no
further improvement in system damage is observed. At the
0
end, the substations S that should be compromised in order
to maximize system damage corresponding to the attacked
protection assemblies are identified through direct mapping
0
using the method Obtain subs(Sinf o , P ). The worst-case
running time of Algorithm 1 is non-exponential and is given
by O(|P | × |BP |).
IV. S TATIC D EFENSE M ODEL
In this section, first we provide the formulation of the
defender model to improve the power system resilience by
minimizing the damage/load loss. Then, we provide an efficient algorithm for identifying the critical substations to be
protected in order to minimize the system damage considering
the static attack model. Here, based on the substations and their
components i.e. protection assemblies targeted by the attack,
a set of critical substations to be protected is identified.
A. Defender’s Problem
The primary goal of a defender is to improve the power
system resilience by protecting the critical substations in order
to minimize the possible load loss when an attack is launched.
To achieve this, the defender can protect a subset of substations
DS from the total number of substations S, i.e., DS ⊆ S.
The defender is resource bounded and it can prioritize and
protect up to BD substations due to financial budget constraints because it is impossible to protect and upgrade all the
substations simultaneously. Also, a strategic attacker would
aim at maximizing the system damage by attacking the most
critical substations. Hence, this model can provide important
insight upon which substations can be prioritized for the
upgrade and protected first against the malicious adversarial
attack. The problem is formally described below.
Problem 2 (Defender’s Problem): Given a power system
network GP , a defense budget BD , a substation budget BS ,
a protection assembly budget BP , find a defense strategy DP
to minimize the system load loss. Formally,
argmin
DS

max

max

S 0 ⊆S\DS P 0 ⊆F (S 0 )

J(AP 0 )

|DS | ≤ BD

(6)
(7)

0

|S | ≤ BS
0

00

0

00

∀S , S ∈ S : S ∩ S = ∅

(8)

0

|P | ≤ BP
0

00

0

00

∀P , P ∈ P : P ∩ P = ∅
BS ≤ BP

(9)
(10)
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B. Algorithm for Finding the Critical Substations to Protect
Algorithm 2 starts with an empty set and strategically
identifies the critical substations to protect one-by-one such
that when an attacker launches an attack the overall system
damage can be minimized. The algorithm takes the same
inputs as algorithm 1 with the defense budget BD as an
additional input. It then identifies the critical substations DS
to prioritize and protect to minimize the system damage when
a static attack is launched.
Algorithm 2 Algorithm to Find Critical Substations to Protect:
Get Static Defense(GP , BP , BD , Sinf o )
1: Input: GP , BP , BD , Sinf o
0
t ← ∅, L̂
2: Initialize: Ds ← ∅, DS ← ∅, DS
w ← 100, LP rev ←
100, LH ← ∅
0
0
3: St , P , Lw ← Get WSA(GP , BP , Sinf o )
4: LH ∪ LP rev
5: for i = 1, . . . , BD do
6:
L̂w ← 100, f lag ← 0
t 6= ∅ then
7:
if DS
0
t , ∅)
8:
St , LP rev ← Get WSA1(GP , BP , Sinf o , DS
9:
LH ∪ LP rev
10:
end if
0
11:
for all s ∈ St do
0
0
0
t , s)
12:
Ss , Ps , Ls ← Get WSA2(GP , BP , Sinf o , DS
0
13:
if Ls < L̂w then
0
0
14:
L̂w ← Ls , Ds ← s, f lag ← 1
15:
end if
16:
end for
0
t ← Dt ∪ D0
17:
DS ← DS ∪ Ds , DS
s
S
18:
if L̂w > min(LH ) AND f lag == 1 then
0
19:
DS ← DS \ Ds
20:
else
t
21:
DS ← DS
22:
end if
23: end for
24: return DS

First, the worst-case static attack is identified using
Get WSA(GP , BP , Sinf o ) which is explained in Algorithm 1.
Next, for the first iteration when there are no critical substations in DSt to protect, we use the critical substations
0
St identified from the worst-case attack to identify the first
substation to protect. DSt represents the intermediate solution
set for substations to be protected in order to obtain a better
0
solution. We iteratively protect each substation in St and
evaluate the overall system damage post static attack using
Get WSA2(GP , BP , Sinf o , DSt , s). The computed system damage in each iteration is used to select the substation to protect,
0
0
0
i.e., DS ← DS ∪Ds , DSt ← DSt ∪Ds , where Ds is the substation that is to be protected and is obtained in the ith iteration.
Note that, the function Get WSA2(GP , BP , Sinf o , DSt , s) is
same as Algorithm 1, however, here the worst-case static
attack is computed by eliminating the protected substations
DSt and the substation s from the attackable list of substations,
0
i.e., S \ (DSt ∪ s). If the computed damage Ls is smaller
than the maximum damage L̂w , the solution is updated.
Additionally, in each iteration, if the protected substations
set DSt is non-empty then a new set of critical substations
are identified using worst-case static attack function, i.e.,
Get WSA1(GP , BP , Sinf o , DSt , ∅). This function is also same
as Algorithm 1, however, the protected substations DSt are

removed from the attackable list of substations while executing
the worst-case static attack on the power system model GP .
It ensures that once the substations are protected, the attacker
can only launch the static attack on the remaining substations
depending on the attack budget. The obtained attack can further be utilized to identify the substation to protect considering
the defense budget constraints. In the algorithm LH keeps a
track of all the previous load losses obtained after protecting
the substations in DSt and updates the final solution DS
depending upon the comparison of the obtained damage with
the previous system damages. This ensures a better protection
mechanism that provides an effective solution. The worst-case
running time of Algorithm 2 is non-exponential and is given
by O(|S| × |BD | × |P | × |BP |).
V. DYNAMIC ATTACK M ODEL
In this section, we first formulate the dynamic attack model
then we provide an efficient algorithm for identifying the
worst-case dynamic attack that maximizes the system damage.
A. Worst-Case Dynamic Attack
The objective of the malicious attacker is to destabilize the
power system by maximizing the load loss. In order to achieve
this, first the attacker can gain access to a subset of substations
0
S (k) ⊆ S at different time instants k, where k ∈ {1, . . . , T }.
The attacker is resource bounded and can compromise up to
BS substations. Next, the adversary can identify the protection
0
0
assemblies P (k) ⊆ F (S (k)) to manipulate within the
selected substations in order to disconnect transmission lines
from the power system network at different time instants
k. Here, the attacker is again resource bounded, i.e., it can
manipulate at most BP protection assemblies. Finally, the
0
dynamic attack on a set of substations S and protection
0
assemblies P at time step k is denoted by AP 0 (k). Now,
we compute the dynamic attack damage function as below:
Pn
j=1 Lj (k)
× 100, ∀Ij (k) = 0 (11)
J(AP 0 (k), x(k)) =
LT
where k ∈ {1, . . . , T }, x(k), and AP 0 (k) represents the time
step, system state, and the attack at time step k respectively.
The problem is formally defined below.
Problem 3 (Worst-Case Dynamic Attack): Given a power
system network GP , a substation budget BS , and a protection
assembly budget BP , find a worst-case dynamic attack AP 0 (k)
that maximizes the system damage. Formally,
argmax

T
X

max0

({P 0 (k)⊆F (S (k))}T
{S 0 (k)}T
k=1 ) k=1
k=1

(
x(k) =

G(H(k)),
g(H(k)),
T
X

if
if

J(AP 0 (k), x(k))

H(k) = {AP 0 (i)}k−1
i=1
H(k) = ∅

(12)

(13)

0

|S (k)| ≤ BS

k=1
0

0

∀k, k 0 ∈ {1, ......, T } : S (k) ∩ S (k 0 ) = ∅, k 6= k 0

(14)
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T
X

0

|P (k)| ≤ BP

k=1
0

(15)

0

∀k, k 0 ∈ {1, ......, T } : P (k) ∩ P (k 0 ) = ∅, k 6= k 0
BS ≤ BP

(16)

where, x(k) represents the state of the system at time step k
and H(k) represents the attack history of the system.
B. Algorithm for Finding Worst-Case Dynamic Attack
This section describes the algorithm for finding the worstcase dynamic attack in detail.
1) Get WDA(GP , BP , Sinf o , ak ): Algorithm 3 is based on
iteratively identifying the attacks at specific instants in time
depending upon the budget constraints, i.e., BS and BP .
Here, Sinf o denotes power system substation configuration,
ak denotes the possible attack time vector, Ldw represents the
worst-case dynamic damage and adk represents the identified
time vector at which the attack needs to be executed.
First, we use Get WSA(GP , Sinf o , BP ) to identify the worstcase static attack described as Algorithm 1 in Section III.
Here, we identify the maximum damage causing attack that
0
provides the substations to compromise S , and the protection
0
assemblies P within the substations to manipulate in order
to isolate the transmission lines from the power network
assuming the attacks take place at the same time. The set
0
of P is iteratively used to generate a new set of con0
tingencies C using Gen Contin(P , P d ). The contingencies
C are used by Get Dynamic Attack(GP , C, adtemp , ak ) (explained as Algorithm 4) which returns the maximum damage
L∗ causing attack consisting of substations and associated
protection assemblies P ∗ and the attack time vector a∗ .
In each iteration one attack is intelligently identified along
with its time instant vector adtemp and added to the solution. Note that during the contingency generation process,
P ∗ is utilized in such a way that the search space remain
much smaller than the exhaustive search but still effective.
In each iteration, if the maximum damage L∗ obtained from
Get Dynamic Attack(GP , C, adtemp , ak ) is larger than the
worst-case dynamic damage Ldw then the solution is updated.
0
0
At the end, the method Obtain subs(S , P (k)) is used to
obtain the direct mapping of the substations to be attacked.
This is possible because the corresponding protection assemblies belong to the respective substations. This process reduces
algorithm run time and provides effective solution.
2) Get Dynamic Attack(GP , C, adtemp , ak ): Given a set
of contingencies, Algorithm 4 identifies the protection assemblies one-by-one and the best sequence in which the attack
can be executed to maximize the power system damage. Here,
adtemp represents the attack time vector of set of contingencies
in C. Note that, the attack vector adtemp of any contingency
C(i, j) represents the time instants of the previously attacked
protection assemblies in C(i, j). Since protection assemblies
are identified one-by-one and added to the solution, the
maximum damage causing protection assembly that needs to
be identified in any iteration will have an empty time instant
([]) in C(i, j) before the algorithm is executed. Further, for

Algorithm 3 Algorithm for Finding Worst-Case Dynamic
Attack: Get WDA(GP , BP , Sinf o , ak )
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:

Input: GP , BP , Sinf o , ak
0
0
0
Initialize: Ldw ← 0, P (k) ← ∅, S (k) ← ∅, adk ← ∅, ak ← 0
0
0
S , P , Lw ← Get WSA(GP , Sinf o , BP )
0
0
0
0
S (k) ← S , P (k) ← P , Ldw ← Lw
0
for all p ∈ P do
0
adk ← adk ∪ ak
end for
0
for all p ∈ P do
0
d
P ← ∅, ad ← ak , adtemp ← ad
d
d
P ←P ∪p
0
for i = 1, . . . , (|P |) do
0
C ← Gen Contin(P , P d )
P ∗ , L∗ , a∗ ← Get Dynamic Attack(GP , C, adtemp , ak )
P d ← P ∗ , adtemp ← a∗
if L∗ ≥ Ldw then
0
Ldw ← L∗ , P (k) ← P ∗ , adk ← a∗
end if
end for
end
for
0
0
0
S (k) ← Obtain subs(S , P (k))
0
0
d
d
return S (k), P (k), Lw , ak

any iteration in Algorithm 3, Algorithm 4 computes the maximum damage causing attack identifying the set of protection
assemblies P ∗ to manipulate within the identified substations
0
S , the system damage L∗ caused by the attack, and the time
instants a∗ at which the attacks need to be executed.
For each contingency, the algorithm first simulates the
power system model in its nominal state, i.e., without any
attack. Then, depending upon a contingency C(i, j) and the
attack vector adtemp , all the transmission lines associated with
C(i, j) are removed from the power network for which the
time instants are ‘0’, i.e., initial attack. The power system GP
is then simulated with the initial attack and is further evaluated
for the secondary effects of this attack, i.e., additional system
overloads. If there are any overloaded transmission lines
they are identified and removed from the power network.
Additionally, if there are any other attacks in C(i, j) that are
available to be executed using the attack vector adtemp at any
other time instants they are also identified and executed. Next,
the algorithm uses the time instant vector ak to manipulate
the protection assembly with empty time instant to isolate the
associated transmission line such that it maximizes the system
damage. The power system model is then simulated with the
contingencies (PC(i,j) ∪ Pak ) and its associated attack vector
(aC(i,j) ∪ a∗k ). Next, the amount of system damage caused
by the attack is computed for every contingency set in C. If
the computed load LC is larger than the maximum damage
L∗ in any iteration, the solution is updated. Note that, after
evaluating each contingency set in C, the power system model
is set back to its nominal state.

VI. DYNAMIC D EFENSE M ODEL
In this section, first we provide the formulation of the
defender model then we provide an efficient algorithm for
identifying the critical substations to be protected to minimize
the system damage.
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Algorithm 4 Algorithm for Finding Dynamic Attack:
Get Dynamic Attack(GP , C, adtemp , ak )
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:
40:
41:
42:
43:
44:
45:
46:
47:
48:
49:

Input: GP , C, adtemp , ak
Initialize: L∗ ← 0, P ∗ ← ∅, a∗ ← ∅, a∗k ← ∅, Pak ← ∅
for i = 1, . . . , |C| do
Simulate Model(GP )
for k = 1, . . . , |ak | do
PC(i,j) ← ∅, kc ← 0, aC(i,j) ← ∅
for j = 1, . . . , |adtemp | do
if adtemp (j) = 0 then
Isolate Branches(GP , C(i, j))
aC(i,j) ← aC(i,j) ∪ adtemp (j)
PC(i,j) ← PC(i,j) ∪ C(i, j)
end if
end for
Simulate Contin(GP , PC(i,j) , aC(i,j) )
e←1
while e = 1 do
e ← 0, kc ← kc + 1
c ← Get Branches(GP , C(i, j))
if |c| 6= 0 then
for y = 1, . . . , |c| do
Isolate Branches(GP , c(y))
end for
e←1
end if
for j = 1, . . . , |adtemp | do
if kc = adtemp (j) then
Isolate Branches(GP , C(i, j))
PC(i,j) ← PC(i,j) ∪ C(i, j)
aC(i,j) ← aC(i,j) ∪ adtemp (j)
end if
end for
if kc = ak (k) then
Isolate Branches(GP , C(i, |C(i)| − 1))
Pak ← C(i, |C(i)| − 1), a∗k ← kc
end if
Simulate Contin(GP , PC(i,j) ∪ Pak , aC(i,j) ∪ a∗k )
Ll ← Get Loads(GP , PC(i,j) ∪ Pak , aC(i,j) ∪ a∗k )
LC ← Get Damage(GP , Ll )
end while
if LC > L∗ then
L∗ ← LC , Pt ← PC(i,j) , Pi ← Pak
0
aC ← a∗k , aC ← aC(i,j)
end if
Simulate Model(GP )
end for
end for
P ∗ ← Pt , a∗ ← aC
0
P ∗ ← P ∗ ∪ Pi , a∗ ← a∗ ∪ aC
∗
∗
∗
return P , L , a

A. Defender’s Problem

Algorithm 5 Algorithm for Finding Critical Substations to
Protect: Get Dynamic Defense(GP , BP , BD , Sinf o , ak )
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:

Input: GP , BP , BD , Sinf o , ak
0
Initialize: Ds ← ∅, DS ← ∅, L̂w ← 100, LP rev ← 100, LH ← ∅
0
0
St (k), P (k), Ldw , adk ← Get WDA(GP , BP , Sinf o , ak )
LH ∪ LP rev
for i = 1, . . . , BD do
L̂w ← 100, f lag ← 0
t 6= ∅ then
if DS
0
t , ∅)
Ŝt (k), LP rev ← Get WDA1(GP , BP , Sinf o , ak , DS
LH ∪ LP rev
end if
0
for all s ∈ St (k) do
0
0
0
t , s)
Ss (k), Ps (k), Ls ← Get WDA2(GP , BP , Sinf o , ak , DS
0
if Ls < L̂w then
0
0
L̂w ← Ls , Ds ← s, f lag ← 1
end if
end for
0
t ← Dt ∪ D0
DS ← DS ∪ Ds , DS
s
S
if L̂w > min(LH ) AND f lag == 1 then
0
DS ← DS \ Ds
else
t
DS ← DS
end if
end for
return DS

(
x(k) =

G(H(k)),
g(H(k)),

if
if

H(k) = {AP 0 (i)}k−1
i=1
H(k) = ∅

|DS | ≤ BD
T
X

(18)
(19)

0

|S (k)| ≤ BS

(20)

k=1
0

0

∀k, k 0 ∈ {1, ......, T } : S (k) ∩ S (k 0 ) = ∅, k 6= k 0
T
X

0

|P (k)| ≤ BP

(21)

k=1
0

0

0

0

∀k, k ∈ {1, ......, T } : P (k) ∩ P (k ) = ∅, k 6= k
BS ≤ BP

0

(22)

where, x(k) represents the state of the system at time step k
and H(k) represents the attack history of the system.
B. Algorithm for Finding the Critical Substations to Protect

Algorithm 5 starts with an empty set and intelligently
identifies the critical substations to protect one-by-one such
that when an attack is launched the overall system damage
can be minimized. The algorithm takes the same inputs as
Algorithm 3 with the defense budget BD as an additional input
and identifies the critical substations DS to protect.
First, the worst-case dynamic attack is identified by using
Get WDA(GP , BP , Sinf o , ak ) which is described as Algorithm
3. Next, if there are no critical substations in DS , We use
0
the critical substations St (k) identified from the worst-case
dynamic attack to identify the first substation to protect.
0
We iteratively protect each substation in St (k) and evaluate the overall system damage post dynamic attack using
Get WDA2(GP , BP , Sinf o , ak , DSt , s). The computed system
T
X
argmin 0 max
max
J(AP 0 (k), x(k)) damage in each iteration is0 used to select the substation to
protect, i.e., DS ← DS ∪ Ds . A track of intermediate solution
{(S (k)⊆S\DS ) (P 0 (k)⊆F (S 0 (k)))}T
DS
k=1 k=1
0
(17) DSt ← DSt ∪ Ds is kept in order to obtain a better solution.
The objective of the defender is to improve the power system resilience by minimizing the load loss possible. In order to
achieve this, defender can protect a subset of substations DS
from the total number of substations S in the power system
network, i.e., DS ⊆ S. Due to financial budget constraints, the
defender is resource bounded and can prioritize and protect at
most BD substations. The problem is formally defined below.
Problem 4 (Defender’s Problem): Given a power system
network GP , a defense budget BD , a substation budget BS ,
0
a protection assembly budget BP , find a defense strategy DP
to minimize the damage/load loss when an attacker launches
a dynamic attack at different time instants k. Formally,
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Note that, the function Get WDA2(GP , BP , Sinf o , ak , DSt , s) is
same as Algorithm 3, however, here the worst-case dynamic
attack is computed by eliminating the protected substations DSt
and the substation s from the attackable list of substations, i.e.,
0
S \ (DSt ∪ s). If the computed damage Ls is smaller than the
maximum damage L̂w , the solution is updated.
Additionally, in each iteration, if the protected substations
set DSt is non-empty then a new set of critical substations are
identified using the worst-case dynamic attack function, i.e.,
Get WDA1(GP , BP , Sinf o , ak , DSt , ∅). This function is also
same as Algorithm 3, however, the protected substations DSt
are removed from the attackable list of substations while
executing the worst-case dynamic attack on the power system
model GP . It ensures that once the substations are protected,
the attacker can only launch the dynamic attack on the remaining substations based on the attack budget. The obtained attack
can further be utilized to identify the substation to protect
considering the defense budget constraints. In the algorithm
LH keeps a track of all the previous load losses obtained after
protecting the substations in DSt and updates the final solution
DS depending upon the comparison of the obtained damage
with the previous system damages. This ensures a better
protection mechanism that provides an effective solution.
VII. E VALUATION
We considered two standard IEEE systems, the 39 bus and
57 bus systems to evaluate our approach. We used a modified
version of the steady state simulator discussed in [15] to
perform the analysis. First, we discuss how randomly chosen
attacks can be optimized using our dynamic attack model.
Next, we show the optimization of the worst-case static attacks
using the dynamic attack model. Then, we present the dynamic
defense results that show the reduction in the overall system
damage/load loss. Finally, we evaluate the performance of our
algorithm’s execution time for the dynamic attack and defense
algorithms in comparison with the naive exhaustive search
algorithm.
A. Optimizing Random Attacks
Figure 2 shows the optimization of the random attacks
using the dynamic attack model discussed in Section V. Here,
depending upon the attack budget (up to 6), we randomly
picked the components to attack from the power system model.
Then, we used these attacks as inputs to our dynamic attack
algorithm to obtain a strategic sequence in which the attacks
can be executed so as to maximize the system damage. We
performed our evaluation on the IEEE 39, 57 bus system
and the results are shown in Figure 2. The x-axis represents
the attack budget whereas the y-axis represents the system
damage, i.e., load loss. Red, green color markers represent
the random and strategic dynamic attacks respectively.
For both the standard IEEE systems, we can clearly see
from Figures 2a and 2b that our dynamic attack algorithms
described in this paper are able to strategically identify the
specific instants (or sequences) at which different attacks can
be executed and maximize the system damage for a randomly
identified set of components to attack. From Figure 2a, for

an attack budget of 6 in IEEE-39 bus system the random
attack caused a load loss of 14.03%, however, the same attack
when executed at different instants in time, i.e., dynamic attack
resulted in a total load loss of 60.99%. The dynamic attack on
the same components caused a 334.71% higher load loss than
the static attack. For the same attack budget in the IEEE-57
bus system the random attack caused a load loss of 9.16%,
whereas, the dynamic attack resulted in a load loss of 47.93%
as shown in Figure 2b. This dynamic attack load loss is
423.25% higher than the random attack.
B. Optimizing Static Attacks
We perform the analysis on the same IEEE systems. First,
we identified the worst-case static attack and then we use it
to identify the worst-case dynamic attack in order to further
maximize the system damage. Figure 3 shows the results
for the optimization of the worst-case static attack using our
dynamic attack model and algorithm. The x-axis represents
the attack budget, whereas, the y-axis represents the system
damage. Red, green colored markers represent the worst-case
static and dynamic attacks respectively. Here, we consider an
attack budget of up to 6 components/substations.
From Figures 3a and 3b it is clear that the dynamic attack
causes higher damage with different attack budgets. As shown
in Figure 3a, for an attack budget of 2 in IEEE-39 bus
system the worst-case static attack caused a load loss of
84.27%, however, the optimized worst-case dynamic attack
resulted in a load loss of 96.60%. Here, the dynamic attack
on the same components caused a 14.63% higher load loss.
Similarly, for the IEEE-59 bus system in Figure 3b, the worstcase static attack caused a load loss of 50.70%, whereas, the
optimized worst-case dynamic attack resulted in a load loss
of 54.15% for an attack budget of 3. The dynamic attack
caused a higher load loss by 6.80%. Note that, the worst-case
static attacks are already identified as the attacks that cause
maximum damage, however our dynamic attack algorithms are
still able to optimize them for obtaining even higher system
damage if there is a possibility for optimization. The dynamic
attack algorithm results from Figure 3 clearly show that the
dynamic attacks on the same components that are identified
from the static attack scenario when scheduled and executed
strategically resulted in a higher system damage. Note that,
in Figure 3, the static and dynamic attack load loss becomes
equal for some attack budgets because there is no additional
load loss possible within the system. Also note that, for some
attack budgets the difference in the load loss between the static
attack and the dynamic attack can remain very small because
the additional loads that gets disconnected during the dynamic
attack maybe smaller in magnitude as compared to the total
load loss. However, if the additional load loss is larger in
magnitude, then this difference can be significantly larger as
shown by attack budget 2, 3 in Figures 3a and 3b respectively.
We have shown the exact cascade progression for one of
the static and dynamic attack scenarios in Table III that can
easily answer the question of ‘how dynamic attacks can have
higher impact?’. For both the attack scenarios, we consider the
same substations and its components to attack, but the only
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Fig. 2: Random Attacks Vs Dynamic Attacks: Load loss as a function of various attack budgets for different standard IEEE systems.
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Fig. 3: Static Attacks Vs Dynamic Attacks: Load loss as a function of various attack budgets for different standard IEEE systems.
difference is the attack time. For the static attack scenario
with an attack budget of 2, Table III shows that both the
attacks are launched at the same time [0, 0] ([0, 0] indicates
simultaneous attack or static attack). As a result of the static
attack the transmission lines associated with the attacked
protection assemblies are isolated. This resulted in a sequence
of cascading failures as shown by the ‘Stage 1 Outages’
through ‘Stage 4 Outages’ in Table III and the total system
load loss was observed to be 84.27%.
Now, we consider the same substations and protection
assemblies for the dynamic attack scenario. Here, the initial
attack takes place at time instant 0 that initiated a cascading
event causing subsequent failures (Stage 1 Outages in Table
III). At time instant 1, another attack was launched that further
weakened the system causing Outages through Stage 2 to
Stage 5 resulting in a significant damage to the system. The
overall system load loss was observed to be 96.60% (Stage
2 and Stage 5 Outages in Table III) which is considerably
higher than the static attack. Note that the specific time at
which these attacks can be executed are computed using the
algorithms described in Section V.

C. Minimizing System Damage Using Dynamic Defense
We evaluate our defense model and algorithm using the
standard IEEE-39 and 57 bus systems. Figure 4 shows the load
losses in the power system at different attack budgets when a
dynamic attack is launched after the critical substations are intelligently identified and protected depending upon the defense
budget. In each figure, the x-axis represents the defense budget
and the y-axis represent the total system damage. Red, green,
blue, and yellow colored markers represents the attack budgets
2, 3, 4 and 5 respectively. The respective color markers at the
defense budget 0 represent the total system damage without
any defense.
From Figure 4, we can clearly see that by intelligently
selecting and protecting the critical substations of the power
network, the system damage can be significantly reduced for
IEEE-39 bus system (Figure 4a) and 57 bus system (Figure 4b)
when a dynamic attack is launched. In Figure 4a, for an
attack and a defense budget of 2, the load loss is reduced
from 96.60% to 84.27%, that is, a total of 12.76% reduction
in load loss. Moreover, for the same attack budget and a
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defense budget of 18, a total of 88.58% reduction in load loss
is observed. For other attack budgets, as the defense budget
increases we can see significant improvement in the reduction
of total system load loss.
D. Performance of the Dynamic Attack and Defense Algorithms
Here, we compare the execution time of our dynamic attack
and defense algorithms with the naive exhaustive search algorithms. We use the same standard IEEE systems to perform
our analysis. Figure 5 shows the dynamic attack and defense
execution time with respect to the exhaustive search. In each
figure, the x-axis represents either the attack budget or the
defense budget and the y-axis represents the time taken by the
algorithm to identify the attack or defense. The details of the
markers are shown in the legend box of Figure 5.
From Figure 5a, we can clearly see that the time taken
to identify the dynamic attack for IEEE-39, 57 bus system

increases very slightly with increase in the attack budget.
However, the time taken to identify the attack using the exhaustive search algorithm is observed to be exponential even at
smaller attack budgets. The exhaustive search execution time
in Figure 5a represents the time taken to identify the maximum
damage causing static attack. Moreover, the exhaustive search
execution time for identifying the maximum damage causing
dynamic attack will be much larger than the time taken to
identify the static attack. Similarly, it is clear from Figure 5b
that the time taken to identify the defense increases slowly
with the increase in the defense budget. We know that dynamic
defense via exhaustive analysis will take much longer than
the exhaustive attack since it will have to first identify the
attack and then identify the defense. Hence, if we compare
only against the attack time, it still shows that the developed
approach is much faster than the exhaustive search. Therefore,
as demonstrated in Figure 5, our algorithms prove to be far
more efficient than the naive exhaustive search.
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TABLE III: Scenario representing the maximization of system damage using dynamic attack model
Static Attack

Initial Attack

Stage 1 Outages

Attack time vector: [0, 0]
Substations compromised: [S 13 , S 24 ]
Protection assemblies attacked: [PA10, PA16]
Transmission lines Isolated due to the attacked
protection assemblies: [‘R16 19’, ‘R2 3’]
Load loss: ‘0%’
Isolation of transmission lines due to the secondary effect of the outages from the initial attack:
[‘R2 25, R25 26, R18 17, R27 26’], Load loss: ‘0%’

Dynamic Attack

Initial Attack

Stage 1 Outages

Stage 2 Outages

Isolation of transmission lines due to the secondary effect
of the outages from the stage 1: [‘R6 5, R14 15,
Additional
R14 13, R10 13, R26 28, R21 22]
Attack
Load loss: ‘35.48%’

Stage 3 Outages

Isolation of transmission lines due to the secondary effect
of the outages from the stage 2: [‘R8 7, R6 7, R10 11,
Stage 2 Outages
R6 11]
Load loss: ‘64.80%’

Stage 4 Outages

Isolation of transmission lines due to the secondary effect
of the outages from the stage 3: [‘R9 39, R8 9’], Load
loss: ‘84.27%’

VIII. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK

We described the static and dynamic cyber-attack and
defense models for electrical power systems using gametheoretic approach. From the attacker’s perspective, we provide an efficient and effective algorithm that is able to strategically identify the dynamic attacks that maximizes the system
damage by considering both random attacks as well as worstcase static attacks. We also provide an efficient algorithm from
defenders perspective that identifies the critical substations to
protect in order to minimize the overall system damage. Our
results shows that, under financial budget constraints, intelligently selecting the substations to prioritize and protect can
significantly improve the power system resilience. In addition,
these algorithms are efficient and perform significantly better
than the exhaustive search even with the complex dynamic
attack and defense models. As part of the future work, the
attacker-defender models can be easily extended to consider
randomness, i.e., a success probability can be associated
with an attack and a defense that can give us more insight
to improve the power system resilience under probabilistic
scenarios. Further, under unknown circumstances where the
defender has no idea whether an attacker follows a static attack
model or a dynamic attack model, a defense strategy that could
improve the overall power system resilience irrespective of the
attack model can be an interesting direction to explore.

Stage 3 Outages

Attack time vector: [0]
Substations compromised: [S 24 ]
Protection assemblies attacked: [PA16]
Transmission lines Isolated due to the attacked
protection assemblies: [‘R2 3’]
Load loss: ‘0%’
Isolation of transmission lines due to the secondary effect of the outages from the initial attack:
[‘R2 25, R18 17’], Load loss: ‘0%’
Attack time vector: [1]
Substations compromised: [S 13 ]
Protection assemblies attacked: [PA10]
Transmission lines Isolated due to the attacked
protection assemblies: [‘R16 19’]
Load loss: ‘0%’

Isolation of transmission lines due to the secondary effect
of the outages from the stage 1: [‘R6 5’], Load loss:
‘0%’
Isolation of transmission lines due to the secondary effect of the outages from the stage 2:
[‘R8 7, R6 7, R4 14, R14 13, R10 13’], Load loss:
‘7.25%’

Stage 4 Outages

Isolation of transmission lines due to the secondary effect
of the outages from the stage 3: [‘R9 39, R8 9,
R21 22, R24 23’], Load loss: ‘56.42%’

Stage 5 Outages

Isolation of transmission lines due to the secondary effect
of the outages from the stage 3: [‘R25 26, R17 27,
R27 26, , R16 17, R26 28, R28 29, R26 29,
R16 21’], Load loss: ‘96.60%’
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